
SUMMER ADVENTURES FOR 

Colwest Alpine Adventures
          colwest@shaw.ca  

For more information visit 
www.colwest.ca

Brad Harrison

  Holidays, 1986 - 2007

Bookings or Inquiries
250-819-9774
colwest@shaw.ca
FB - ColwestAlpineAdventures / IG - colwestalpineadventures

Check out a tried and true style of 
mountaineering adventure; 
Looking for a different backcountry experience? Refreshingly 
new. Tailor made. Logistics and settings for the adventure
you want! 
 
.

      A  BOUTIQUE 
 MOUNTAINEERING CAMP

                   2018, in the 
 Westfall/Nemo area of the Selkirk Mts.

Your guides for the 2018 Summer
adventure will be:
Eric Ostopkevich
Scott McKay
Matt Chessor
Todd Anthony-Malone
Lilla Molnar
Monte Johnston
Jeremy Mackenzie
Pierre Hungr
Fridjon Thorleifsson

• Manager for the Alpine Club of 
Canada’s
  General Mountaineering Camp; 
1985-2011
• Owner/Operator, Golden Alpine 



For more information on
these summer mountaineering

opportunities visit www.colwest.ca

A variety of hiking and mountaineering objectives 
are offered and designed to meet all fitness and skill levels.

Hiking and scrambling
Experience the beauty of our pristine mountains by foot. 
Hikes and scrambles for those not seeking a climbing or
mountaineering experience. Travel through rich landscapes, past
glistening lakes to spectacular mountain summits. 

Moderate Climbs
Experience the mystique of the mountains  from a bird’s eye view. 
These climbs will appeal to those with some climbing experience 
and/or a desire to improve their skills and expand their horizons.

Advanced Climbs
Experience the challenge and reward of climbing more technical
routes. These climbs will appeal to experienced mountaineers 
looking to test their skills. Guide to participant ratio will be low, 
affording the opportunity to take on more technical terrain.

Dear summer adventurer, are you interested in small 
groups, a more individualized experience.
After  successfully managing the General Mountaineering Camp for 
the Alpine Club of Canada for over 25 years I decided to venture 
out on my own during the summer of 2012. The result was the first 
ever BMC, an unique mountaineering experience.
 
The BMC has now operated annually for 5 weeks over a 6 year period . 
Participants continue to enjoy the smaller format with personal service,
in a more initimate setting. Many folks prefer the smaller rope teams, 
opportunity to casually visit with other participants and staff , enjoy 
high-quality food, personable guides, single-occupancy tents 
and of  course, the on-demand hot water shower. 

Here is your chance to explore a part of the Selkirk 
Mountains in a fresh, new format, backed by
traditional experience and incomparable 
mountain sense. Guides are ACMG 
certified.
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Offering a wide range of fulfilling
summer mountaineering adventures

The 2018 BMC will continue to offer the same excellent, personalized
service in all facets of the camp ( including guiding, catering and
general operations).  Please join us in the Westfall / Nemo area.

Brad

The 2018 camp will be held in the spectacular Westfall / Nemo
area of the Selkirk Mountains. The area is renowned for a 
hosting a number of significant, seldom visited objectives.

Camp fees of $1995.00/week include guiding, catering, 
accommodation, helicopter  and transportation.

Based on Single Occupancy.

Dates -  2018
July  8th - 15th
July 15th - 22nd
July 22nd - 29th
Jul 29th - Aug 5th
August 5th - 12th

 

For a glimpse into the history
all the previous BMCs  please check 

out guest’s comments at www.colwest.ca


